
 

 

 Value Change  
% Change 

YTD 
% Change 

Dow Jones 21467 -61.85 8.63% -0.29% 

S&P 2437 -16.43 8.85% -0.67% 

Nasdaq 6188 -50.98 14.95% -0.82% 

      

Nikkei 20,139  -91.62 5.36% -0.45% 

Hang Seng 25,720  -122.69 16.91% -0.47% 

C AN T O R  F I TZ G E R AL D  I R E L AN D  L T D 

Morning Round Up 
George Soros on Brexit.  

Billionaire investor George Soros has commented that the UK is “fast 

approaching the tipping point that characterizes all unsustainable economic 

developments,” Economic reality is catching up with the U.K., leaving the 

European Union will lead to lower living standards, and signs are now 

emerging that consumer spending is faltering as the weaker pound drives up 

prices. Bank of England Governor Mark Carney has said domestic inflation 

pressures remain subdued and signalled he isn’t in a hurry to raise interest 

rates. Soros has speculated Britain’s eventual exit from the EU will take at 

least five years to complete and there will be another general election.  

 

Hammond, Carney Fight for City of London 

Chancellor of the Exchequer Philip Hammond and Bank of England Governor 

Mark Carney joined forces to defend the financial-services industry as the 

government seeks to shift its Brexit focus away from controlling migration to 

safeguarding jobs. Carney called for a new system of cooperation over 

derivatives clearinghouses amid industry warnings that forcing the biggest 

firms to move would lead to skyrocketing costs and job losses. Major banks in 

London have warned the loss of so-called passporting arrangements, which 

allow them to operate across the EU from any member state, will probably 

lead them to relocate jobs and activities in European cities such as Frankfurt, 

Paris and Dublin. However, the prospect of a softer Brexit deal could result in 

lenders staying put. 

 

Oil Drops to Seven-Month Low as Libya Adds to Persistent Surplus 

Oil dropped to the lowest in seven months amid a revival in output from Libya 

and rising volumes of fuel held in floating storage. Futures lost as much as 

2.9% in New York on Tuesday after falling 1.2% Monday. Libya is pumping 

the most crude in four years after a deal with Wintershall AG enabled at least 

two fields to resume production. Oil slipped below $45 a barrel as supplies in 

the U.S. remain plentiful and drillers continue to add rigs, raising concerns 

output cuts by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies 

including Russia won’t succeed in draining bloated stockpiles. Elsewhere in 

the next two weeks Iran and France’s Total SA expect to sign a contract to 

develop part of the world’s biggest natural gas field in what would be the 

Persian Gulf country’s first investment by an international energy company 

since sanctions were eased last year. 

 

Oil - price chart 

 Market Moves 

Brent Oil 46.04 0.02 -18.97% 0.04% 

WTI Oil 43.53 0.02 -18.97% 0.05% 

Gold 1245 2.42 8.53% 0.19% 

      

€/$ 1.1131 -0.0003 5.84% -0.03% 

€/£ 0.8828 0.0012 3.43% 0.13% 

£/$ 1.261 -0.0019 2.19% -0.15% 

 Yield Change 

German 10 Year 0.26% 0.002% 

UK 10 Year 0.99% -0.006% 

US 10 Year 2.16% 0.000% 

   

Irish 10 Year 0.67% 0.010% 

Spain 10 Year 1.39% 0.004% 

Italy 10 Year 1.92% 0.006% 
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 Key Upcoming Events 

21/06/17 - US Housing Data 

26/06/17 - US Durable Goods Orders 

 Market View  

Oil prices officially entered a bear market 

yesterday. Concerns over increased production 

from Libya and a persistent global oil glut saw WTI 

and Brent oil prices close below $43 and $46 

respectively. This dragged the oil equity sector 

lower and in turn weighed on global risk sentiment. 

10 year Treasury yields drifted marginally lower 

towards 2.15%. Bank of England Governor, Mark 

Carney was out saying he was still concerned 

about the potential impact of Brexit on the UK, and 

the Pound weakened materially as a result 

countering the strength seen last week following 

the 3 dissenters at the BOE council meeting. Key 

market focus today will be EIA oil data today at 

3:30pm to see its impact on oil prices.  
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News  
On the 12th of June, the Department of Finance (DOF) published the Equity Prospectus and set the price range for the upcoming 

25% equity sale of its shareholding in Allied Irish Banks (AIB). The equity price range was originally set between €3.90 - €4.90 a 

share which values AIB with a market cap range of between €10.6bn - €13.3bn. This equity sale would raise between €2.6bn - €3.3bn 

for the Irish State. Yesterday evening, the Department of Finance and the Joint Global Co-ordinators released an updated pricing 

range which narrowed to €4.20 - €4.60. Taking the mid-point of this price range of €4.40 it would value the bank at €11.9bn. 

 
Comment 
The bank has returned to sustainable profitably in the region of €1bn annually, and has a CET1 ratio of 16% at March 2017. AIB’s Net 

Interest Margin position was 2.46% as at March 2017. We are no longer taking orders for the upcoming AIB IPO. The final price and 

allocation will be available before market opens (8am) on Friday 23rd June. Conditional trading begins at 8am that same day and 

unconditional trading begins Tuesday the 27th June at 8am.  
 

Please refer to page 4 for disclaimers associated with this article. 

 

Stephen Hall, CFA | Investment Analyst 

 

 

AIB - Pricing range narrows to €4.40 - €4.60  

News 
Siemens share price has fallen 4% over the past week or so after CEO Joe Kaeser reiterated that second-half revenue and profit at 

its power and gas divisions will be “clearly below” the prior year at a JP Morgan investors conference in the UK. He also stated that 

their Brazilian division has had another year “wasted” with momentum shifting towards Argentina. Management expect moderate 

growth in the US market and momentum to continue to gain pace in the EU.  

 

Comment 
The slowdown in second half P&G revenue had already been flagged by the Siemen’s CFO earlier in the year so it is a bit puzzl ing 

that the market has reacted the way it has. In general the industry is facing problems in P&G in the near term. However, Siemens are 

currently engaged in a restructuring program called “Vision 2020”. This includes selling off their underperforming/lower margin 

businesses such as light bulbs, Healthineers and Locomotives and concentrating the more streamlined business in higher margin 

areas with bigger growth potential, most notably factory digitalisation and automation. Siemens is much better place than its peers to 

be a market leader in this area due to its substantial investment in best in class software and robotics. The valuation case also makes 

sense with Siemens trading on a 2017 EV/EBITA of ~11x and a PE of ~14-15x, dividend yield of 3.2% and FCF yield approaching 

>6%. From a historical perspective Siemens is currently at a slight discount to its historical P/E. All of the above metrics compare very 

favourably with peers. Management also guided for an increase in EPS recent from €6.8 - €7.2 to €7.2 - €7.7. Despite the recent price 

softness we believe the current restructuring program will  benefit Siemens well into the future. We maintain our Outperform.  

 
 

Will Heffernan | Investment Analyst 

Siemens (Outperform) - Buy on recent weakness  Closing Price - €139.23 
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  Cantor Publications & Resources  

Weekly Trader 

On Mondays, we release our Weekly note in which we provide a view on Equity markets for the coming days, 

and highlight a number of Equities which we believe provide exposure to the important themes unfolding in 

the markets. Our in-house Investment Committee meet on a weekly basis to craft this strategy, thereby allow-

ing clients to dynamically position portfolios to take advantage of the most up to date market developments  

Click Here 

Monthly Investment Journal 

Each month our Private Client and Research departments collaborate to issue a publication which highlights 
the performance of our flagship products, funds and our core portfolio, including the Green Effects fund, most 
recent Private Equity deals and structured product investment opportunities. 

Click Here 
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Investment Forum 

Through our investment Forum we bring you the latest market news, investment insights and a series of 
informative articles from our experts. 

Click here  

 

http://cantorfitzgerald.ie/research/weekly-trader/
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/May-Investment-Journal.pdf
http://cantorfitzgerald.ie/research/weekly-trader/
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/category/investment-forum/
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/category/investment-forum/
https://cantorfitzgerald.ie/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/May-Investment-Journal.pdf
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AIB Disclaimer 
NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION OR TRANSMISSION, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, TO ANY PERSON, INCLUDING TO ANY 

PERSON IN THE UNITED STATES, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, JAPAN, SWITZERLAND OR SOUTH AFRICA OR IN ANY OTHER TERRITORY 

WHERE TO DO SO WOULD BREACH APPLICABLE LAWS OR REGULATIONS 

This communication has been published by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited. 

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited (“Cantor Ireland”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the 

Irish Stock Exchange and the London Stock Exchange. 

The information contained in this communication must not be transmitted or otherwise sent to any person, including to any person in the United States, 

Canada, Australia, Japan, Switzerland, South Africa, Switzerland or any other territory where to do so would breach applicable laws or regulations. 

Neither Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited (“Cantor”), Allied Irish Banks, plc (the “Company”) nor the Minister for Finance (the “Selling Shareholder”) 

accepts any responsibility for any contravention of applicable securities laws and regulations by persons as a result of false information provided by 

such persons. 

This communication is an advertisement and not a prospectus. Investors should not subscribe for or purchase any securities referred to in this commu-

nication except on the basis of information contained in a final form prospectus expected to be published by the Company in due course in connection 

with the offer and the admission of its ordinary shares to the primary listing segment of the official list of the Irish Stock Exchange and the premium 

listing segment of the Official List of the Financial Conduct Authority and to trading on the main securities market of the Irish Stock Exchange and the 

main market of the London Stock Exchange (the “Prospectus”) (the “Offer”). Copies of the Prospectus, and any supplement thereto, may, once pub-

lished, be obtained (subject to certain jurisdictional restrictions) from the Company's website at https://aib.ie/investorrelations, from the Company’s 

registered office at Bankcentre, Ballsbridge, Dublin 4, Ireland and at the Irish offices of the following stockbrokers J&E Davy, Goodbody Stockbrokers 

UC and Investec Bank plc (Irish Branch) and at the offices in the UK of Deutsche Bank AG, London Branch, Merrill Lynch International, Citigroup Glob-

al Markets Limited, Goldman Sachs International, J.P. Morgan Securities PLC and UBS Limited,. This communication does not constitute a recom-

mendation by the Company, the Selling Shareholder or any other party to sell or buy securities in the Company. 

This communication has been prepared by and is the sole responsibility of Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited of 75 St Stephens Green, Dublin 2, which 

is an authorised person for the purposes of the European Communities (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulations 2007 (as amended) in Ireland 

or the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 in the United Kingdom. 

This communication is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States. The securities to which this communication relates have not been regis-

tered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “US Securities Act”), and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent 

registration or an exemption from registration under the US Securities Act. There will be no public offering of the securities in the United States. 

None of the Minister for Finance, the Department of Finance, the Irish Government, the National Treasury Management Agency or any person con-

trolled by or controlling any such person, or any entity or agency of or related to the Irish State, or any director, officer, official, employee or adviser 

(including, without limitation, legal and financial advisers) of any such person (each such person, a “relevant person” for the purposes of this para-

graph) accepts any responsibility whatsoever for, or makes any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness or 

fairness of any information in, this communication or any document referred to in this communication or any supplement or amendment thereto (each 

a “transaction document” for the purposes of this paragraph) or for any other statement made or purported to be made by it, or on its behalf, in connec-

tion with the Company or its securities or the Offer and nothing in the Prospectus will be relied upon as a promise or representation in this respect, 

whether or not to the past or future. To the fullest extent permitted by law, each relevant person expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any 

loss howsoever arising from, or in reliance upon, the whole or any part of the contents of any transaction document or any such statement. No relevant 

person has authorised or will authorise the contents of any transaction document, or has recommended or endorsed the merits of the offering of secu-

rities or any other course of action contemplated by any transaction document. 

This information does not constitute or form part of an offer or recommendation concerning the shares in AIB or advice about purchasing shares in 

AIB. Any decision to purchase any securities must be made on the basis of the information contained in the Prospectus in its final form which is to be 

published by AIB in due course. 

Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. restricts access to non-public information about its clients to those who need to know that information in order to provide 

products or services. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. maintains physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards to guard your non-public personal infor-

mation. Please be advised when formally subscribing for shares on the basis of the published Prospectus, you will be consenting to the transmission 

of your data outside of the EU/EEA where this is permitted under the Data Protection legislation in Ireland. 

This communication does not constitute an offer for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments, trading strategy, product or service. No one 

receiving these should treat any of their contents as constituting advice. They do not take into account the investment objectives or financial situation 

of any particular person. Investors should determine whether an investment is appropriate to their own personal circumstances. 

The trading in AIB shares is on a conditional basis, with the seller reserving the right to withdraw and cancel the offer prior to admission to the Office 

Exchange Lists (Irish Stock Exchange “ISE” and London Stock Exchange “LSE”) which is expected to occur Tuesday June 27th at 8am. In the event 

that the seller exercises this right all AIB subscription monies received will be returned to investors without interest. Furthermore any AIB share trans-

actions entered into during this period of conditional dealing, i.e. from Friday June 23rd to Tuesday June 27th will be voided and any ensuing loss will 

be for the account of the person entering into such an AIB conditional share transactions and Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Limited will have no liability 

thereof. 

Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up and you may lose some or all of the money you invest. Past performance is not a 

reliable guide to future performance. 
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Regulatory Information 
Issuer Descriptions: (Source: Bloomberg) 

AIB: Allied Irish Banks plc (AIB) attracts deposits and offers commercial banking services. The Bank offers mortgage, automobile, business, plant and 

equipment purchase, and lease financing loans, investment banking, securities brokerage, asset management and treasury services, and discounts 

invoices. AIB operates in Ireland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.  

Siemens: Siemens AG is an engineering and manufacturing company. The Company focuses on four major business sectors including infrastructure 

and cities, healthcare, industry and energy. Siemens AG also provides engineering solutions in automation and control, power, transportation, and 

medical.  

 

Historical Recommendation  

Siemens: We changed our rating to Outperform on the 30/01/02017.  

AIB: Not rated  

 

http://www.cantorfitzgerald.ie/research_disclosures.php 

This material is approved for distribution in Ireland by Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd. It is intended for Irish retails clients only and is not intended for 

distribution to, or use by, any person in any country where such distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation.  Cantor Fitzgerald Ire-

land Ltd (“CFIL”) is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Cantor Fitzgerald Ireland Ltd is a member firm of the Irish Stock Exchange and the Lon-

don Stock Exchange. 

Where CFIL wishes to make this and other Cantor Fitzgerald research available to Retail clients, such information is provided without liability and in 

accordance with our terms and conditions that are available on the CFIL website. 

No report is intended to and does not constitute a personal recommendations or investment advice nor does it provide the sole basis for any evalua-

tion of the securities that may be the subject matter of the report. Specifically, the information contained in this report should not be taken as an offer or 

solicitation of investment advice, or to encourage the purchased or sale of any particular security. Not all recommendations are necessarily suitable for 

all investors and CFIL recommend that specific advice should always be sought prior to investment, based on the particular circumstances of the in-

vestor either from your CFIL investment adviser or another investment adviser. 

CFIL takes all responsibility to ensure that reasonable efforts are made to present accurate information but CFIL gives no warranty or guarantee as to, 

and do not accept responsibility for, the correctness, completeness, timeliness or accuracy of the information provided or its transmission. This is en-

tirely at the risk of the recipient of the report. Nor shall CFIL, its subsidiaries, affiliates or parent company or any of their employees, directors or 

agents, be liable to for any losses, damages, costs, claims, demands or expenses of any kind whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, suffered or in-

curred in consequence of any use of, or reliance upon, the information. Any person acting on the information contained in this report does so entirely 

at his or her own risk 

All estimates, views and opinions included in this research note constitute CANTOR IRELAND’s judgment as of the date of the note but may be sub-

ject to change without notice. Changes to assumptions may have a material impact on any recommendations made herein. 

Unless specifically indicated to the contrary this research note has not been disclosed to the covered issuer(s) in advance of publication. 

Past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance. The value of your investment may go down as well as up.  Investments denominated in 

foreign currencies are subject to fluctuations in exchange rates, which may have an adverse affect on the value of the investments, sale proceeds, and 

on dividend or interest income. The income you get from your investment may go down as well as up. Figures quoted are estimates only; they are not 

a reliable guide to the future performance of this investment. 

Conflicts of Interest & Share Ownership Policy 

It is noted that research analysts' compensation is impacted upon by overall firm profitability and accordingly may be affected to some extent by reve-

nues arising other CANTOR IRELAND business units including Fund Management and Stock broking. Revenues in these business units may derive in 

part from the recommendations or views in this report. Notwithstanding, CANTOR IRELAND is satisfied that the objectivity of views and recommenda-

tions contained in this note has not been compromised. Nonetheless CANTOR IRELAND is satisfied that the impartiality of research, views and rec-

ommendations remains assured.  

Analyst Certification 

Each research analyst responsible for the content of this research note, in whole or in part, certifies that: (1) all of the views expressed accurately re-

flect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers; and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is, or wil l be, directly or indirectly, 

related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in the research note.   
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